Welcome to the Alfredo Federico Strauss MRI Center

Our reservation system:
The interface of Book-It-Lab:

This is your personal Home Window:

Shortcut to the calendar of recently booked service

The available calendars of the center
The interface of Book-It-Lab:

Side-panel: **INSTRUMENTS**

Side-panel -> INSTRUMENTS leads to:

1) Calendar of the available Instruments
2) Time line
3) Reservation History
The interface of Book-It-Lab:

Side-panel: **INSTRUMENTS ➔ Calendar**

![Diagram of the interface showing how to choose a desired calendar, previous week, current day, next week, and pick a date.](image-url)
The interface of Book-It-Lab:

Side-panel: **INSTRUMENTS → Calendar**

Selecting a reservation time in Calendar will lead to a window that summarizes the reservation details.

**New Reservation**

- **Service**
- **Hours of Reservation**
- **Pricing**

**Your personal details**

- **Inserted by**
- **Booked by**
- **Mobile**
- **Lab/Office phone**
- **Email**

**Reservation status**

- **Pending**

**Buttons**

- CREATE RESERVATION
- CALCULATE CREDIT
- EXIT
The interface of Book-It-Lab:
Side-panel: INSTRUMENTS → Timeline

Timeline provides a wide observation on all reservations in our research center.
You can have a **monthly** view.
The interface of Book-It-Lab:
Side-panel: INSTRUMENTS → Timeline

Timeline provides a wide observation on all reservations in our research center.
You can have a **weekly** view:
Timeline provides a wide observation on all reservations in our research center. You can have a **daily** view:
The interface of Book-It-Lab:

**Side-panel: INSTRUMENTS ➔ Reservation History**

Reservation History concentrates all details of your entire reservations and their status. Using this option, you can see all reservations in group (lab) level, personal reservations and on
The interface of Book-It-Lab:

Pressing your **UserName** (Top-Right corner) leads to

1) User details (Changing your username is now possible, please ask us if you want)
2) Change your password
3) Log-out
Welcome to the Alfredo Federico Strauss MRI Center

Our reservation system:
**Username:** your Book-it-lab user name
(Contact us if you want us to change your username)

**Personal Details:** First and Last name

**User Group:** Start typing your Group name - ALL of them starting with 3T or 7T

**Email:** this address will get notifications about your reservation

**Register:**
To finalize your new user registration

Once the user is approved, you will get notification by e-mail!